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ABSTRACT Large-scale group decision-making (LSGDM) is one of the main open problems where a
decision is made by many different results. Moreover, there is also a problem with how to make the decision
when there is no all information. This uncertainty can be very problematic for many different solutions in
artificial intelligence. In this paper, we propose to extend a federated learning (FL) approach to not only a
training process but also for making a decision using many different classifiers. This solution is applied in
LSGDM, where many different results are intended for the classification of various data and can be used
for deciding, even when some of the data are missing. For this purpose, we propose a fuzzy consensus that
can be used in these problems. The contribution of this paper is the new way of using FL and extending its
operation to many different classifiers. Our proposition was described for medical purposes and evaluated
to show the advantages of the proposal. The proposal obtained 89,12% of accuracy on HAM10000, which
is one of the best results compared to state-of-art.

INDEX TERMS Federated learning, LSGDM, fuzzy, neural network, healthcare industry 4.0.

I. INTRODUCTION
The fourth industrial revolution is a broad field that is
designed to contribute to the betterment of our lives.
A particularly important element is the automation of activi-
ties and operations in selected problems. It is based on mod-
eling and implementing solutions in the field of automation,
information collecting, data processing, and analysis. And
here, artificial intelligence methods find their wide applica-
tion through their information analysis capabilities. Recent
years have shown that the fourth industrial revolution is
slowly becoming more and more visible in the world around
us, where we deal with products, systems and things with the
prefix intelligent or smart [1], [2].

Increasingly wide automation, or even extending the func-
tionality of various systems, contributes to the collection of
a huge amount of data. Such data is initially processed to
extract only meaningful information. However, there are sit-
uations when certain data may be used by many different sys-
tems. In practice, the opposite situation is also distinguished,
i.e. when the products of many subsystems are used to obtain
other data, i.e. indirect processing. It can be also equated with
large-scale group decision-making (LSGDM), where many
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persons or devices take part in making a decision. Unfortu-
nately, in mentioned cases, there may be situations where the
data is incomplete or uncertain. In the case of using artificial
intelligence methods, the lack of specific information may
result in incorrect analysis. Hence, a very important element
is the analysis or control of not only data but also decisions
made.

In this paper, we propose a fuzzy consensus in LSGDM
using the FL idea for training different artificial intelli-
gence solutions. FL is used for training solutions, but we
re-modeled this solution for making two things – training
a general model for the same classifiers and for making a
decision using any information. In the case of using many
different data for making a final decision, it is done by a
fuzzy controller which can decide with some uncertainty.
Such an approach allows not only to omit a given classifier
during classification but also to make decisions based on
the lack of all relevant information. Our main contribution
are:

• amodel of using artificial intelligencemethods in practi-
cal application formedical purposes, that allows creating
a machine model solution and applying it in practice
without any previous preparation. The proposed oper-
ation model is based on the use of various simple classi-
fiers that can precede the initial process of implementing
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and training deep networks, such as convolutional neural
networks.

• a fuzzy consensus method in LSGDM, through which
the possibility of training smaller classifiers, as well as
the division of classification tasks into different cen-
ters, increases the preservation of data privacy and the
possibility of faster implementation of deep classifiers.
The application of the fuzzy approach contributes to the
reduction of the number of operations and great freedom
in extending the models to further classification tasks.

• improving the FL approach by extending its functions
to making a decision and providing the policy of using
additional simple classifiers for the time of increasing
the accuracy of deep classifiers.

The proposed model has main two purposes that met the cur-
rent assumptions and requirements of the technology market.
The first one is not creating intelligent solutions for a specific
database, but enabling the use of artificial intelligence meth-
ods, in particular an artificial neural network, implementation
to the problem. This approach makes the solution much more
flexible when it comes to practical implementation. It is visi-
ble when the data can be modified during the implementation
or the use of a given model. The second important feature
is the possibility of implementing the software despite the
lack of a large amount of data and the possibility of automatic
change of classifiers depending on the obtained accuracy. Our
solution has been subjected to classification tests for various
parameters under the influence of accuracy and time. This
allows confronting the results with other existing solutions to
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method.

II. RELATED WORKS
The last years brought many areas, where different artificial
intelligence techniques can be used and automatize some
process [3], [4]. The application and development of these
solutions brought new challenges, especially in terms of
uncertainty analysis, whether decision-making is based on
a lot of information or even indirect decisions. In [5],
the authors analyze the problem of decision-making with
applications in medical problems and healthcare area. They
focused on the use of fuzzy logic for analyzed problems
and show that it has already great achievements. Again in
[6], the non-cooperative behavior was analyzed for making a
decision. The research shows that linguistic preference order-
ing can be very helpful in analyzing the data. Having many
different results and take them into consideration in a process
of making a decision is a very difficult task in computer
science. One of such solutions for it is the use of clustering
algorithm like k-means and based on the probability make
a decision [7]. Another proposition was proposed in [8],
where the scientist described making a decision process as
an optimization task using the connections and relationships
between experts. Similar idea with considering relationship
was shown in [9], the theoretical model of analyzing experts
was proposed. The authors described the creation of a sim-
ilarity matrix and analyzing it. Again in [10], the consensus

was reached bymerging experts into groups according to their
opinions. This approach gives better scalability and manages
polarized conflicting opinions. One of the latest research that
uses fuzzy logic in decision-making tasks was shown in [11],
where the authors define a new score function and show the
practical advantages of the proposed model.

Artificial intelligence methods are solutions that are used
quite often in all applications. This is especially visible in
the analysis of the collected data, which are then presented to
experts or doctors. They can also be used for classifying and
decision making. One of the most universal tools is artificial
neural networks and their derivatives. However, they have one
disadvantage, which is the very long training process. In order
to minimize the training process and possible implementation
of neural networks, collaborative training called federated
learning (FL) was proposed [12], [13]. It is based on using
many workers for training on smaller, private databases and
creating one aggregated model. using many workers has a
problemwith communication cost between them and a server.
In [14], the authors proposed using a heuristic algorithm
for optimization task which is communication cost. Another
issue which is improved in it is the privacy of models which
can be improved and make the data, and models much safer is
blockchain [15], [16]. It is also used in edge-cloud coopera-
tion environment [17], and this proves that federated learning
can be used not only in different solutions but with differ-
ent software. In [18], the use of three methods like neural
network, heuristic and fuzzy logic was marge for damage
detection. Another approach was combining neural network
with decision tree for decision making in breast cancers [19].

All of the mentioned solutions, methods are mainly used
in medical systems that can speed up the exchange of infor-
mation, perform faster analysis, and highlight certain data.
In [20], the authors discuss the possibilities of fog compu-
tation for medical purposes. This kind of research is very
important, because of two reasons. The calculation of used
tools must be done somewhere and in many cases, this task
needs a lot of computation power. Many different solutions
are investigated in that terms of the use of cloud and fog
computing. These solutions offer the possibility of using
large, external computing systems as well as data storage.
The practical aspects are visible in our lives, where we use
different sensors (like smartwatches, bands, etc) for analyzing
our heartbeat, steps, etc. All of this data might be helpful
for better analysis of our health and condition because of
constant measurements what was analyze din [21]. The pre-
sented research shows that different sensors are very valu-
able in constantly monitoring our health, especially with the
increasing possibilities and implementation of the Internet of
Things concept. A similar topic was shown in [22], where
the possible application of machine learning algorithms was
presented. Again in [23], the aspect of machine learning
and big data was considered. The enormous amount of data
needed to train many different methods of AI has been high-
lighted. Not only laboratory experiments are performed, but
some practical analysis and implementation are made [24].
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In that paper, the authors have shown a framework that can
be applied in elderly patients’ healthcare.

III. FEDERATE LEARNING METHOD IN LSGDM
In this section we define our proposition of medical sys-
tem. We focus on defining federated learning approach with
our modification for LSGDM. This is a continuation of our
research on the use of intelligent solutions in the Internet of
Medical Things (IoMT) [25], [26].

A. ARCHITECTURE MODEL
Themain idea is based on creating a complex service between
many different hospitals, clinics, laboratories, etc. A patient
may have a doctor in hospital A, but do some examination
on laboratory 1 and 2. In the meantime, there will be another
health problem that will be treated at Hospital B. The doctor at
Hospital B will perform some examinations. After receiving
the results, he is not sure if the new information is related
to some other diseases or complications treated by other
specialists. We assume, that a doctor can send a query to the
server which makes calculations and makes a decision based
on all available information. A simple visualization of this is
presented in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. A visualization of the general idea. The results from hospitals
are collected in databases. Each of the hospitals can request a decision
that is made on the server. The server is responsible for training
individual classifiers depending on the variety of data provided by
hospitals. Depending on the number of workers, the server carries out
training using federated learning.

The above problem formulation can be considered from a
practical point of view, i.e. how exactly individual objects,
such as workers, server, or even medical objects works.
Suppose we have N of various medical facilities such as
hospitals, clinics, and laboratories. Each of these facilities has
its own private database where some information are stored
like orders, research results, as well as encrypted confidential
data.

After the medical examination is performed, the data is
saved in a database. Then the doctor analyzes them. However,
a very important element is the additional auxiliary analysis
performed by artificial intelligence in the form of a decision
support system. In fact, such a system performs its own

analysis when a sample is added to the system. The result of
the automatic analysis is entered in the database, which the
doctor can see and take into account during his own analysis.
If his decision is the same as the system, it should be approved
in the database. Otherwise, it is changed. Such action fills
the database with subsequently approved records that can be
used in the process of training artificial intelligence methods
that perform this analysis. As a result of such activities, the
accuracy of the methods is increased. This description shows
the action of a specific classification, where one classifier is
connected to the medical facilities. However, there may be a
situation, when many different examinations may be symp-
toms for other diseases. Here it is necessary to consider the
problem of LSGDM, where multiple results will determine
the diagnosis. The doctor can send a request to the server to
analyze all medical data for a given patient, including those
in other databases. The server makes a diagnosis based on all
the classifier’s results.

B. SERVER’S OPERATION
The server in our proposal has two main tasks - performing
the training process using the federated learning approach
with the classification of a given sample, as well as making
a decision based on the current state of knowledge in all
databases. A pseudocode of the server’s operation is pre-
sented in Alg. 1.

1) FEDERATED LEARNING AND THE ABILITY TO CLASSIFY
A SINGLE SAMPLE
The basic operation of the server is to analyze the number of
databases, problems as well as the number of workers. The
worker is an external server or cloud computing that enables
training of the selected classifier. Let us assume that we have
N databases marked as Ds where s ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N − 1}
and m workers. Having N different databases, we assume
that we need N trained classifiers. So, for each database, one
classifier must be prepared. Initially, the number of workers
that can be assigned to individual databases is calculated.
If m < 2 . . .N , this means that a cascade training is per-
formed, i.e. each database is trained consecutively. In the
opposite case, the number of workers for a single database
is determined as bm/Nc. The rest of them are assigned
randomly. Such action ensures that the federated learning
approach makes sense, as there is training on several workers
who can create one common model.

Then, each database k is split on equal parts on all workers
which were assigned to this database. Then a basic model
is generated as random and marked as θ0k and upload to
all workers. After a workers upload the trained models θi,
a server aggregate all of them and send to all workers for
another round. It is made by Tfl iterations. The aggregation
can be formulated as follows:

θ t+1 = θ t −

k−1∑
i=0

|Di|
|Ds|

θ ti , (1)
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FIGURE 2. Visualization of the classifier selection carried out after each generation of a new model using FL.

where t means the current iteration, |Ds| is the number of
all samples in database Ds, and k is the number of work-
ers assigned to this database. The whole described idea of
FL can be described by the following equation:

min
θ
L̂(θ ) =

k−1∑
i=0

|Di|
k
Li(θ ), (2)

where Li(·) is a loss function defined as:

Li(θ ) =
1
|Ds|

∑
j∈ξi

lj(θ ), (3)

where lj(·) is a square error function for a given sample
ξi ∈ Ds.
In this way, the server is responsible for training classifiers

for a given databases connected to individual medical facili-
ties. When a specific facility sends a sample with a request
for classification, the server retrieves the currently trained
model for the given database and uses it to classify. The result
is sent to the doctor who can approve or reject the result.
The rejection will most often take place when the classifier
will not be sufficiently trained (its error will be large and the
accuracy will be low). Such a situation will most often occur
in the initial phases of the system implementation, or when
the databases will have a small number of records that can be
used in the training process.

We also propose applying a simple classifier to be able to
implement the system even when the databases are not filled
with large amounts of data. By simple, we mean the solution
which does not require a training process and uses some
metric to analyze the sample. An example of such an algo-
rithm is k-nearest neighborhood (k-nn) [27], which computes
the distance between two samples using some metric like
Minkowski one marked as ρ(·). This algorithm calculates the
probability estimator, posteriori belonging of observations x
to k class is calculated as:

p̂(k|x) =
1
K

n∑
i=1

I (ρ(x, xi) ≤ ρ(x, x(k)))I (yi = k),

k = 1, . . . ,L, (4)

where x(k) is k-th sample nearest samples from x using
Minkowski metric. Then, the classification process is defined
as:

d̂KNN (x) = argmax
k

p̂(k|x). (5)

This simple algorithm can be used for numerical data and
images. However, an important aspect is having a mechanism
that allows to automatically disable the classification option
using k-nn, and switch to deep classifiers such as neural
networks trained by FL. It can be implemented as the analyzes
of accuracy. If the trained model in the FL process will obtain
better accuracy than other applied classifiers, then a system
uses the currently trained model and updates it when it is
such an opportunity. Accuracy is calculated as the ratio of
correctly classified samples for the validation database Dval
using the training database Dtrain. It is done by taking all
labeled samples and their random division into these two sets
in the ratio of 70% to 30% of all samples (Dval ∪Dtrain = D).
Then the accuracy is calculated using the following
formula:

acc =
corrected
|Dval |

, (6)

where corrected means the number of corrected classified
samples from Dval . In the case of k-nn, the k values are
selected by the maximum value of accuracy for a set of k
(k ∈ {2, 10}). The rejection of a simple classifier in favor
of a deep neural network is performed when the general
model on the server finished the first FL iteration. Then,
the accuracy of the model θ can be determined. After that,
the following condition is analyzed to choose the further
procedure concerning the applied method (it is repeated after
each FL iteration, see Fig. 2):

acc(θ ) < acc
(
max
K

d̂KNN

)
use k-nn,

acc(θ ) ≥ acc
(
max
K

d̂KNN

)
use trained model.

(7)
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Algorithm 1: Server Operation
Input: The number of federated learning iterations Tfl ,

all N databases, the number of workers M
1 k = 0;
2 for each database k do
3 Create a random general model θk ;
4 k ++;

5 Assign workers to databases and split database;
6 k = 0;
7 for k < Tfl do
8 for each database k do
9 Send a model θk to workers;

10 for each worker i do
11 Wait for models from worker i;
12 Calculate loss value using Eq. (3);

13 Calculate loss value using Eq. (2);
14 Aggregate all models;
15 Calculate accuracy of new model;
16 Analyze and select the best classifier currently

based on accuracy using Eq. (7);

17 k ++;

18 if there is a new sample then
19 Check the database;
20 Get the current model for selected database;
21 Calculate results;
22 Send classification result;

23 if there is a request for patient’s analysis then
24 Get classification result for patient from all

databases;
25 Using Takagi-Sugeno model make a decision;
26 Send a decision;

2) DECISION-MAKING USING FUZZY CONTROLLER
It is important to analyze all medical data from different
medical facilities. We assumed that we have N facilities.
Each of them can have examination results which could be
important to make a final decision. Using machine learning
solutions, the classification results mainly is in the range
of 〈0, 1〉 which indicates the probability of belonging to this
class. The best situation is when the probability is equal
to 1. It means a 100% of certain. Unfortunately, this situation
is hard to get. Moreover, in the case when we have many
different classes, it can be difficult to identify one class and
not much with less probability. Also, it should be taken into
account that certain results are not present, which may be
caused by database corruption, data loss, or failure to perform
the examination.

Based on this observation, we propose a second operation
which a server will perform. Having N results, a final deci-
sion should be made, even when some data are not there. For
this reason we can define a fuzzy control system which will
make the final decision.We propose the use of Takagi-Sugeno

system which is based on rules formulated as:

R =
{
R(i)

}l
i=1

=

{
if ∧Nn=1 x0n is A

(i)
n , then y = fi(x0)

}l
i=1
, (8)

where i is the number of all rules, x0n is incoming value,
A(i)n is linguistic value, y = f (x0) is a conclusion of i-th rule.
We assume that each classifier will give a value of belong-

ing to a given class (marked as pi where i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N −1}
and hereinafter understood as the argument x for the
given functions in Takagi-Sugeno system) described in the
range 〈0, 1〉. This value can be visualized as a fuzzy variables,
which membership will be understood as poor/average/good
and defined by the use of triangular function:

µ(x; a, b, c) =



0, x ≤ a,
x − a
b− a

, a < x ≤ b,
c− x
c− b

, b < x ≤ c,

0, x > c,

(9)

where a, b, c are a triangular parameter which met the
following condition (a ≤ b ≤ c). The mentioned values
as poor/average/good will define the value, as can be seen
in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Visualization of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables on the
antecedent and consequent.

Our system will be deciding whether the patient has a
low or high risk of disease. Additionally, we distinguish the
possibility of uncertainty, which we mark as observation (see
Fig. 3b). According to Eq. (8), the rules will be defined as:
• if p0 is poor and p1 is poor and . . . and pN−1 is poor then
risk is low,

• if pl is good then risk is high,
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• if (p0 is poor or p0 is average) and (p1 is poor or p1 is
average) and . . . and (pN−1 is poor or pN−1 is average)
then risk is observation.

Inference is done by calculating the degree of belonging of
individual rules as:

F (i)(x0) = µA(i) (x01) ?T µA(i)2
(x02) ?T . . . ?T µA(i)N

(x0N ),

(10)

where ?T means t-norm.And then the final result is calculated
by sharpening operation using the following equation:

y0 =

I∑
i=1

F (i)(x0), y(i)(x0)

I∑
j=1

F (j)(x0)

(11)

where y(i)(x0) = fi(x0) is a conclusion of i-th rule, F (i)(x0) is
a membership degree of i-th rule.

Algorithm 2: Worker Operation
Input: An access to samples in database Dl , training

iteration Ttrain
1 Download a model from the server;
2 Set the downloaded model in classifier;
3 o := 0;
4 for o < Ttrain do
5 Train model using Di;
6 o++;
7 end
8 Upload trained model to server;

C. WORKER’S OPERATION
A worker is a server on which calculations are performed
as part of training a given classifier. Its operation begins
after obtaining access to samples in a given database Dl
and receiving a basic model θ0l . Then, a worker performs a
given number of training iterations Ttrain. After reaching the
maximum number of iterations, it sends a trained model to
server for aggregation. This operations is repeated until the
stop condition is not met, for instance reaching the maximum
number of FL iterations Tfl . A pseudocode of worker’s oper-
ation is shown in Alg. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our proposition, we used a classic database of
skin marks images namedMNIST: HAM10000 [28]. This set
of images contains 10015 samples which were categorized
into seven different categories as dermatofibroma, vascular
lesion, actinic keratosis, basal cell carcinoma, benign kerato-
sis, melanoma, and nevi. Experiments were conducted in the
form of simulation and analysis of different settings. We sim-
ulated N = 7 different medical facilities with databases

that contained two classes: diseases and not a disease, for
example, dermatofibroma and others, vascular and others,
etc. Databases were filled with all samples from this category
and 2000 other images. We usedM ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 14}workers,
federated learning iterations as Tfl ∈ {10, 15, 20} with train-
ing iterations Ttrain ∈ {25, 50, 100}. As a classifier we used
learning transfer models like VGG [29], and Inception [30]
trained by ADAM algorithm [31].

At first, we analyzed the accuracy level and time of
training such architectures using mentioned above param-
eters. The obtained results of accuracy are presented
in Fig. 4, 6, and 8, and the measured time is plotted in
Fig. 5, 7, and 9. In Fig. 4, the accuracy level is shown using
only 10 rounds of FL and one worker. This parameter setting
indicates no additional computing power. In our simulation,
the worker was not connected to the server, but this is also
a case of their connection, a classic solution without the

FIGURE 4. Accuracy vs. the number of training iterations Ttrain depending
on the number of federated learning rounds Tfl using 1 worker.

FIGURE 5. Time vs. the number of training iterations Ttrain depending on
the number of federated learning rounds Tfl using 1 worker.
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FIGURE 6. Accuracy vs. the number of training iterations Ttrain depending
on the number of federated learning rounds Tfl using 7 workers.

FIGURE 7. Time vs. the number of training iterations Ttrain depending on
the number of federated learning rounds Tfl using 7 workers.

use of federated learning. In this situation, there is a single
classifier for each database, so there is no aggregation of
models, as there is only one model. Moreover, it should be
noted that there is no parallelism, so each classifier is trained
after the previous training is completed. The accuracy level
started almost at the same point, but Inception architecture
reached better results than VGG (see Fig. 4a). In the case of
time, both architectures reached a similar time without any
difference in the number of Ttrain (Fig. 5a). Accuracy level
is on a similar level using both architectures with 1 worker
and 15-20 FL rounds, the only difference is visible in Fig. 5b.
The small number of Ttrain like 25 or 50 indicates longer
training time by nearly 200 seconds. For Ttrain = 50,
the difference is between using the VGG architecture com-
pared to Inception is 15% time savings. In other cases,
there is no difference in time or accuracy measurements.
It should be noted, that using only 1 worker allows achieving

FIGURE 8. Accuracy vs. the number of training iterations Ttrain depending
on the number of federated learning rounds Tfl using 14 workers.

FIGURE 9. Time vs. the number of training iterations Ttrain depending on
the number of federated learning rounds Tfl using 14 workers.

maximum accuracy of 86%with 20 federated learning rounds
and Ttrain = 100.

In the next step of the conducted research, we increased the
number of workers to 7. In that situation, each worker should
be assigned to one database and the results would be similar
to the previous tests, and the application of FL still would
not make sense. The main difference would be the training
time which should be reduced because of parallel calculation
on seven different workers. We changed the experimental
conditions to merge 3, 2, 2 workers into groups. In this case,
when one of the groups would finish the calculation, it is
used for another database. And for this settings, the obtained
results are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. In the case of measurement
of accuracy level, the results were similar by both learning
transfer models. The best results were reached by Inception
on 88,72%, a VGG with the same settings (Tfl = 20 and
Ttrain = 100) reached 88,88%. Time needed to train such
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FIGURE 10. Sample results using fuzzy consensus for all classifiers.

models was smaller than using 1 worker by average value
of 24% (using VGG or Inception model) (see Fig. 5 and 7).
For all cases, the VGGmodel shows muchmore stable results
in terms of time as well as accuracy. It is visible by the
linearity of the charts of VGG concerning the second learning
transfer model.

Increasing the number of workers to 14 means that for
each database there will be two workers. For such tests, the
results are shown in Fig. 8 and 9. The accuracy chart shows
similar dependencies as during previous tests. The plots are
very close to each other, and the Inception model is slightly
better for almost all conditions in conducted experiments. The
best results were achieved, as before, for the maximum num-
ber of iterations and rounds, which resulted in an accuracy
of 89,12%. The use of 14 workers in the FL approach reduced
the training time by nearly 40% to the use of 7 workers com-
bined into groups and by 56% compared to the classic cascade
approach. The increasing number of workers shows potential
mainly in the reducing time of training process. In the case
of accuracy level, the obtained values were also different, but
mainly in the case of use and not use FL approach. In the
case of a classic approach, the best result was 86%, and in the
case of second and third experiments, where more than one
worker calculated the same model was reached at a minimal
value of 88%. In Tab. 1, we compare our reached accuracy
of 89,12% to other solutions in the literature. The most com-
mon tool for this kind of classification problem was CNNs
like [35]. We reached better results than the deep learning
solution by over 0.5%. It is a good result taking into consid-
eration that this difference is at the level of almost 90% of a
given method. In [26], [34], the learning transfer was used,
and proposed CNN was trained for all classes in one instance
of classifier. Again in [38] used learning transfer but with
masked recurrent CNN for not only the classification purpose

TABLE 1. Comparison with state-of-art.

but also for detection of skin marks. The authors achieved
the accuracy on the level of 88,5%. Such an approach shows
a great potential application because of its high accuracy.
It is worth notice, that we used learning transfer solutions
without freezing any layers and trained it for classification
only two classes for obtaining many classifiers that focuses
on a smaller number of classes. It shows that it is a better
solution than using one classifier and train it for all classes
at once.

After analyzing the application of FL formedical purposes,
we tested also the proposed fuzzy consensus described in
Sec. III-B2. We used all classification results from each
database which led to gain 7 independent probability of
belonging to these categories. Such values were entered into
the Takagi-Sugeno system to perform fuzzy inference and
decide on the risk degree of a given disease. Three decisions
were considered – low, high risk of the disease and obser-
vation. Observation means that there is no clear possibility of
making a risk decision and the patient should observe the skin
marks. For all data in the databases, the results were checked
and example results are shown in Fig. 10. The presented
results allow noticing that in the case of a high classification
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result (above 60%), the system does not decide on the disease,
and proposes an observation. Again, in the case of values
higher than 0.85, the returned decision is high risk. This
Takagi-Sugeno system does not require a lot of computing
power due to simple calculations. Moreover, the lack of any
decision from a particular database will only result in the
lack of its analysis. Although it will not significantly affect
the results. If different data would be used, such a decision
will be made based on model rules that can be targeted
at particular information/decisions, which could be crucial
for making a decision. However, in cases such as automatic
classification using a fuzzy controller, especially taking into
account many different classifiers, allows for quick deci-
sion making. In practical use, such a solution has a great
advantage due to the possibility of quick implementation and
classification of the sample even during the training process
(FL advantage). The quick multi-decision analysis module
also allows to quickly make decisions and even modify rules
while the system is running.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a solution for medical purposes
that can be treated as a medical expert system. Each medi-
cal facility has its database, where the records, examination
results are kept. We added a general server for managing
classifiers based on artificial intelligence methods. A doctor
from a facility can add new data to the database and request
a fast classification. A server can do it by neural architecture.
Moreover, a doctor can request for deciding the disease risk
which is made based on the patient’s data from all available
databases. Themain advantages of this proposal are the use of
federated learning and fuzzy consensus. Federated learning
allows for training intelligence methods much faster and
during the training, the process makes a classification task.
A fuzzy consensus allows for making a decision based on all
data. For this purpose, we used the Takagi-Sugeno controller
and modeled rules.

For analyzing the proposal, we used a database with skin
marks images called MNIST:HAM10000. During conduct-
ing experiments, we reached an accuracy level of 89,12%.
This result shows the huge potential of our solution to other
existing methods, which results in obtaining a better aver-
age accuracy when using many smaller classifiers than one
by almost 0.5%. A particularly important element is the
applied fuzzy controller, thanks to which the results from
many databases can be used in making an overall decision.
Our tests showed the correct analysis of the results based
on applied data. However, it should be mentioned here that
in practice there will be different data and format, not only
focused on one health problem. To adapt our proposal to
other data, it is enough to remodel the rules in the fuzzy
system and possibly implement additional classification tech-
niques like classic artificial neural networks. The proposed
model of tasks division into many centers showed enormous
possibilities in terms of reducing training time. Also, our
proposal enables the implementation of the solution even at

the initial stage of systems and databases. Depending on the
accuracy of the classifiers for the current state of the database,
a classifier is selected. A reasonable replacement of simple
classifiers with deep architectures in case of exceeding a
certain accuracy condition between them makes our model
of operation possible for practical applications already at
the initial stages of operation. However, the best results are
obtained after selecting deep architectures.
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